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A few times a year, your iPhone lets you know that a new version of iOS is available for download by popping up a window on the screen. But occasionally you'll see a message reporting that there's a new carrier settings update. If you've ever wondered what that means, ask yourself: this
article tells you all about what carrier settings updates are and how you work with them on the iPhone. To connect to a mobile phone network, the iPhone must have settings that allow it to communicate and work with that network. The settings control how the phone calls, sends text
messages, receives data, and accesses voicemail. Each telephone company has its own carrier settings. Carrier settings for your phone company are added to your iPhone when you activate the phone. Unlike other settings on your iPhone, the provider's settings are hidden from the user
and cannot be manually changed. Lifewire/Derek Abella An OS update is a much larger, more comprehensive update than an update to the provider's settings. The largest versions of OS updates, such as iOS 12 and iOS 13, introduce hundreds of new features and major changes to the
iOS interface. The smaller updates (such as 12.0.1) fix bugs and add small features. Operating system updates affect the base of the entire phone. Carrier settings updates, on the other hand, are only minor tweaks to a small group of settings and can change nothing but how the phone
works with a particular phone company. Updating your iPhone carrier's settings is easy: When the notification appears on your screen, tap Update. The settings are downloaded and applied almost immediately. Unlike an OS update, there's no need to restart your iPhone. You usually delay
installing most updates from the provider's settings by simply tapping Not Now in the pop-up window. However, in some cases (usually due to security or major network upgrades), carrier settings updates are required. In those cases, the update is automatically downloaded and installed. A
push notification with just an OK button will let you know when that happened. There is no button that lets you check that a provider's settings are being updated the way you check for a new version of iOS. Typically, the provider's settings notification is displayed. However, to check for an
update to the provider's settings, try the following: Make sure your phone is connected to a Wi-Fi or cellular network, and then tap Settings. Tap general. Tap Over. If there is an update, the notification should be displayed here. You also update the provider's settings by inserting a new SIM
card into a phone connected to a different network than the previous SIM used. When you do, you'll be prompted to download settings related to the new phone network connected to the new sim. Yes. In most cases, the automatic notification does everything you need. If you're using an
iPhone on a network that isn't one of Apple's official, supported partners, you may need to configure your settings To do this, read Apple's article about the mobile data network settings on your iPhone and iPad. This is harder than you'd expect. With iOS updates, Apple explains what's in
each new version, at least at a high level. With carrier settings, though, you won't find a screen that gives the same explanation. Your best bet is to google information about the update, but chances are, you won't find much. Fortunately, carrier settings updates don't carry the same risk as
iOS updates. While an iOS update can (rarely) cause problems with your phone, it's virtually unheard of for an update to a provider's settings to cause problems. When you receive the notification of an update, it's best to install it. It is fast, easy and generally harmless. Learn more about the
provider's settings updates for your iPhone or iPad. With carrier settings updates, your carrier can update the carrier's network and related settings to improve the connectivity and performance of mobile networks. Updates to carrier settings can also add support for features such as VoLTE
or Wi-Fi calling. For more information about updates to the provider's settings, please contact your provider. When an update to set up a provider is available, you'll be prompted to install it. If your provider releases a mandatory update, you'll see an OK button instead of an update button to
let you know that the update has been downloaded and installed. To manually check for an update of the provider's settings and install with these steps: To view the provider settings version on your device, tap Settings &gt; General &gt; About and look next to Provider. To view additional
provider information, tap the version number. If you're putting a new SIM card in your iPhone or iPad, you'll need to download the provider's settings for your new carrier. Information about products not manufactured by Apple, or independent websites that are not controlled or tested by



Apple, is provided without recommendation or approval. Apple assumes no responsibility for the selection, performance, or use of third-party websites or products. Apple does not make any statements regarding the accuracy or reliability of third-party websites. Contact the supplier for more
information. You've probably seen a message from time to time on your iPhone asking if you want to update your carrier settings. You may have blown it off, especially since you weren't sure what the provider's settings are. In this article we will tell you what they are and how to update them
manually. What are carrier settings? It doesn't matter which wireless carrier you use, whether it's one of the big four or a regional they all use carrier settings to update their networks, improve performance, and add new features. With updates to Apple's settings: With the provider's settings,
you update the provider provider network to improve the connectivity and performance of mobile networks. Updates to carrier settings can also add support for features such as VoLTE or Wi-Fi calling. For more information about updates to the provider's settings, please contact your
provider. When an update is made, you'll see a notification on your iPhone, and all you have to do is tap the Update button. But if you've tapped the Don't Now button, make sure you manually update the provider's settings when you get the chance, just to make sure you have all the latest
features available from your carrier. Manually update your iPhone's settings It's quick and easy to update your iPhone's settings, just do the following: 1.) Open the settings app. 2.) Tap the General menu item. 3.) In the General menu, tap Over. If there is an update for the provider settings
waiting to be installed, you will see the above prompt. If you see it, tap the Update button. That's all it takes. If you don't see it appear, you're all set and up to date. For more tips and tricks and how to use articles that help you better use your Mac, iOS device, Apple Watch, or Apple TV, visit
the How to section of our website. Next Up iPhone X Delivery Times Up to Two to Four Day Topics carrier settingshow tohowtoiPhone If you're one of those people who doesn't click on things you're not quite sure about. We're here to ease you. The Pop-up Carrier Settings Update you may
have received is not to worry. Today, we're going to teach you how to easily update carrier settings on iPhone. What exactly is the pop-up Carrier Settings Update on your iPhone? A snippet from Apple's Help site states it as:Carrier settings are small files that can include updates from Apple
and your provider for provider-related settings, such as network, calling, mobile data, messages, personal hotspots, and voicemail settings. You may receive notifications from time to time to install new updates to the provider's settings. In other words, if your provider decides one day to
change things, by saying migrate to another network, or changing the frequency, and they want to communicate to the iPhone, they will use this method. It's easier to send out a small update to change only the provider's settings, rather than a full iOS update. In addition, Apple won't release
an iOS update every time a provider decides to change things. Unlike using your PC or Mac to surf the Internet, which by the way automatically finds out changes to the hosts settings and sends you to the latest version of the website, it's a little more complex process for the iPhone.If you're
facing some problems with your network, it's advisable to quickly update your provider's settings. Usually, these updates will address a lot of issues that can only be related to your network. These may exist opening your voicemail, enabling your data and connecting to the right cell tower.
Follow the steps below to manually update the provider's settings on the iPhone. Update Carrier settings on iPhone iPhone settings update the installation process if you haven't received any of those pop-ups, in Settings -&gt; General -&gt; about to check if any pending updates to your
provider. Usually the iPhone automatically checks on them, but now you know a way to check on them manually as well. Manually update Carrier settings via iTunesU to manually update the carrier's settings on iPhone through iTunes. To do that, plug your iPhone into your computer and
open iTunes (make sure you're using the latest version and your computer is connected to the Internet). The carrier settings pop-up is prompted to download and update the provider's settings for your device. Update Carrier settings on iPhone via iTunesTo update the carrier's settings on
iPhone, click the Download and Update button to start the procedure. Your provider's settings will be updated within a minute. After that, we recommend restarting your device and using the new carrier settings. If you have problems installing the provider's settings update, please post a
comment below. We are happy to help you! U!
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